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No Win, No Fee Motorcycle Accident Solicitors
REAL BIKERS. REAL LAWYERS. REAL ANSWERS.




Unhappy with your solicitors?
You cannot be forced to use a particular firm of solicitors and changing is easy.




Had a motorcycle accident?
Get White Dalton Motorcycle Solicitors to fight your case - 0800 783 6191








/



Motorcycle Accident Claims
Specialist Motorcycle Accident Compensation Solicitors


Contact us
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Had a Motorcycle Accident?

Start your motorcycle accident claim
Have a no obligation discussion with our specialist motorbike accident compensation claim solicitors are motorcyclists. Call us on 0800 783 6191 or send us an email.
Contact us How we Work
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Change Solicitors

Unhappy with your current solicitors?
You cannot be forced to use a particular firm of solicitors, changing solicitors is easy and we'll take you through it step-by-step.
How to Change Contact Us



What can I claim for?
Pain, suffering and loss of amenity are usually quantified together and a single award made. Emotional shock, fear, anxiety and embarrassment are included in this award. A person who suffers only emotional distress that is not connected to physical or psychiatric injury does not have a claim unless it is serious enough to amount to a recognised psychological condition.

Read More

How much are my injuries worth?
The aim of any award is to compensate for the pain, suffering and loss of amenity (how the injury has affected your life) caused by the injuries. This includes both the physical and psychological effects. Not all losses can be measured in monetary terms; but money is all the law has to offer.

Read More

Accident scenarios and injuries
Two wheeled riders are more vulnerable to injuries than other vehicle drivers due to a lack of crumple zones and protection from their vehicle, meaning that the full force of the impact is passed directly to the rider.

Read More
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Andrew Prendergast


Senior Partner
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Gavin Grewal


Managing Partner
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Andrew Dalton


Solicitor


Meet the Team


Britain’s most specialist motorcycle accident solicitors

White Dalton Motorcycle Solicitors are Britain’s most specialist motorbike accident compensation claims solicitors, dealing with all legal aspects of motorcycle accident compensation claims. Every one of our motorbike solicitors rides and we have total motorbike experience. We have years of experience in successfully gaining compensation for motorcyclists injured on the road.

We have all chosen a professional career assisting bikers. We are both specialist and dedicated priding ourselves on giving you clear and frank advice. We bring hard edged legal skills combined with real knowledge about and passion for motorbikes. As the most specialist motorcycle accident claims solicitors in the country all White Dalton lawyers are motorcyclists, so they know about motorbikes and the risks faced by motorcyclists on the road every day.




Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions

	Do I have a motorcycle accident claim?
	How do I start my claim?
	How much compensation could I get?
	Can I change to White Dalton from my current Solicitors?




1. Do I have a motorcycle accident claim?





For minor injuries you may not have bothered going to hospital or your GP. You can still claim, but may have to rely on friends and family to give supporting evidence of the injury. Common sense usually prevails. Fall off your motorcycle and most people will accept that an injury is pretty much inevitable. Where you have seen your GP or gone to hospital a brief letter or a copy of your medical records may be sufficient. Alternatively, photos on your phone or a camera may suffice.
More serious cases must be backed up by medical evidence, usually obtained from an independent expert. Reports can be expensive, but the cost of most are now governed by guidelines.
The injury and its effects must have been caused by the accident. Motorcycle accident victims usually have a simple logic that if they were fine before the accident and are not fine now then all the problems must be related to the accident. But it is not what you know, but what you can prove.


2. How do I start my claim?





We’ll run through the accident in detail with you and advise you on the process for starting a personal injury claim in plain English language and not baffle you with legal words and processes.
We will then send you a questionnaire which you should then complete and return to us. This will allow us to better assess the details of your accident and start your claim. Don’t hesitate, begin with the specialist motorcycle accident solicitors, email or call us on 0800 783 6191 now.
If you have already instructed solicitors provided by your insurance company you can still change to us – the process is easy and we’ll take care of the paperwork for you.


3. How much compensation could I get?





The aim of any award is to compensate for the pain, suffering and loss of amenity (how the injury has affected your life) caused by the injuries. This includes both the physical and psychological effects. Not all losses can be measured in monetary terms; but money is all the law has to offer.
The starting point is the Judicial College Guidelines. This sets out in tabular form brackets for different types and severity of injury. You assess which bracket the injury falls within and then where in the bracket. You fine-tune the figure using relevant case law.


4. Can I change to White Dalton from my current Solicitors?





On an all too frequent basis we see sound motorcycle accident cases, sometimes involving catastrophic injuries, rejected out of hand. Quite often, the solicitor has not seen any witness evidence or any police report.
We have helped many clients who have been unhappy with the service or advice they have received from their insurance appointed solicitors and you should not be worried about seeking advice from White Dalton on your claim so that you can make an informed choice about whether to move your case to White Dalton.
So don’t risk your case being dealt with by “claims handlers” or “paralegals” with no biking experience whatsoever. You are not their learning curve – talk to our experienced solicitors today.


More FAQ's...

  

Contact Us
Call us on 0800 783 6191 to speak in to a member of our team, complete our contact form or email us on mail@whitedalton.co.uk and we'll call you back. Office hours are 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
  
	Name

	Email

	Phone



 









 


Client Feedback
White Dalton have handled 1000's of motorcycle accident cases over the years. Here is some feedback from some of our recent clients...

Good, sound knowledge
Andrew has displayed a good, sound knowledge of the law he practices throughout. His good telephone manner and people skills, paired with a good sense Read more...

JW 




Thank you
I dread to think where our lives would be heading if we had stuck with the original solicitors as £10k is not a patch on the £600K you managed to get Read more...

D




Professional, polite & thorough
Kept things realistic

Robert









Win a Fantic Caballero Deluxe 500
We're now giving away the Fantic Caballero Deluxe 500 as prize bikes.
We pick random number(s) every Friday at 5pm. If the number(s) on our website matches one of the numbers on your prize draw cards you have won a brand new motorbike!
Pick up prize draw cards from any of the motorbike shows we visit each year or if you wish to request cards and we'll post them out to you.
Latest Numbers Request Cards Register Cards
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Contact Us
Call us to speak in to a member of our team. Or fill out our contact form and we'll ring you back. 0800 783 6191
0800 783 6191
Our phone lines are open 9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday
We Ride, We Know...
White Dalton Motorcycle Solicitors are Britain’s most specialist motorbike accident compensation claims solicitors, dealing with all legal aspects of motorcycle accident compensation claims.
Every one of our motorbike solicitors rides and we have total motorbike experience. We have years of experience in successfully gaining compensation for motorcyclists injured on the road.






White Dalton Motorcycle Solicitors, 
Unit 11 Chartmoor Road, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire, LU7 4WG



Phone: 0800 783 6191

Email: mail@whitedalton.co.uk

Fax: 01296 34 3000

what3words: alien.decks.actor
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Real Answers
Our clients rate us: 4.95 out of 5 based on 1058 reviews





© 2024 White Dalton Solicitors is authorised & regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority registration no: 60386
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of cookies. Privacy Policy
Accept All


Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.





Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.








SAVE & ACCEPT
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